LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

C (A )
arbitrary icing severity parameter
INTRODUCTION
The research presented in this paper was a continuation of the work presented by Bragg et al. 1 Recent commuter aircraft icing accidents highlight the need for improved safety. The primary cause of these accidents was the effect of ice on aircraft control. 2 With a projected growth in airline traffic, the need to address aircraft icing and its effects on aircraft handling qualities is apparent. As mentioned by Bragg et al., 1 icing accidents can be prevented in two different ways: 1) icing conditions can be avoided, or 2) the aircraft system can be designed and operated in an ice tolerant manner. For all aircraft, ice avoidance is a desirable goal for increased safety. However, for commercial aircraft, where revenue and schedules must be maintained, ice tolerance will continue to be the preferred method for all but the most severe icing conditions. Our approach is to conduct research to improve the safety of operations in icing conditions (ice tolerance) by developing the Smart Icing Systems (SIS) concept.
In this paper, a simple model is presented to include the effect of ice on linear and nonlinear aircraft stability and control derivatives. A more accurate model based on a neural network approach is also discussed. This technique is used in conjunction with a six degree-of-freedom computational flight mechanics model to study the effects of ice on aircraft dynamics. Control surface hinge-moments are evaluated for possible use in detecting the effect and location of ice accretion in flight when insufficient dynamic content, such as the vehicle response to an elevator doublet, is available to use system identification techniques. Much research has been conducted to determine the effect of ice on performance and handling qualities, however other phenomena, such as atmospheric disturbance can potentially cause similar effects. Research is presented here on aircraft microburst and gravity wave encounters to understand how those can be identified to eliminate false alarms.
THEORETICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Iced Aircraft Model Development
A simple, but physically representative, model of the effect of ice on aircraft flight mechanics is used in this paper. The method was described in detail in a previous paper 1 and will only be reviewed here and some recent improvements presented. The icing effects model is based on the following equation In this equation, rj ice is an icing severity parameter, and represents the amount and severity of the icing encounter. rj ice is defined such that it is not a function of the aircraft, only the atmospheric conditions. k' c is the coefficient icing factor that depends the coefficient being modified and the aircraft specific information. Here the k' c term accounts for one aircraft due to its size, speed, or design being more susceptible to icing than another aircraft. C (A) is any arbitrary performance, stability or control parameter or derivative that is affected by ice accretion.
In this formulation, the weighting factor, k' c , is
Here the term rj ice is the ratio of the drag rise on a NACA 0012 airfoil at the current icing cloud conditions to the drag rise experienced at a reference condition in the continuous maximum icing envelope. The rj ice value is calculated as above, using a threefoot chord NACA 0012 airfoil at 175 knots. Here 77, the aircraft icing parameter, is calculated in the same way as rj ice except the chord and velocity corresponding the aircraft and conditions being examined are used in the numerator. The k CA represents the change in an aircraft parameter C A , that is constant for a given aircraft. By using this formulation, the aircraft specific chord, airfoil, and velocity are adequately captured, allowing for a more accurate determination of iced coefficient values.
Recently the iced aircraft model has undergone some minor refinements. The database of icing cases used to define the model was expanded to include 115 distinct icing cases that were extracted from data taken at the NASA Lewis Icing Research Tunnel and presented in three separate NASA Technical Memorandums.
"
5 Approximately 86% of these cases were based on the NACA 0012 airfoil, and the remaining 14% were based on the NACA 63(2)-A415 airfoil.
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The equation for the AC d curves has the following general form for t < 10 minutes:
Where Z; is a constant, and the function g varies in a nonlinear fashion with n, peaking at a value of 0.2. As before, the AC d curves were constructed to vary linearly with the value of A C E (and time) until the time of the encounter reached 10 minutes. Once the length of the icing encounter exceeded ten minutes, a linear variation with time was no longer representative of the actual drag increase. Since approximately only 10% of the cases in the database provided data for encounters beyond ten minutes, the formulation for long time encounters was estimated. Once beyond the ten minute threshold, the AC d increase was estimated to decay exponentially to a point that was twice the AC d value at ten minutes. The general form of the AC d equation for t > 10 minutes was as follows:
Where Z 2 and Z 3 are constants based in part on the calculated value of AC d at ten minutes, and t 10 is the time elapsed after the passage of the ten-minute mark.
Neural Net Development
The correlations between atmospheric conditions, ice shapes and aircraft stability and control derivatives are very complex. In an attempt to develop an initial relationship between ice shapes and aerodynamic coefficients, neural networks have been implemented on recent experimental data to determine if a relationship could be found.
An excellent definition of a neural network was given by Haykin. 6 "A neural network is a massively parallel distributed processor made up of simple processing units, which has a natural propensity for storing experiential knowledge and making it available for use." Neural networks are loosely based on the structure of the human brain. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a neural network with four inputs and four outputs.
There are several hidden layers of interconnected nodes within the neural network that take the provided inputs, multiply them by "synaptic weights," and then output the results either to another hidden layer or the output layer. The values of the synaptic weights are determined by training the neural network with known correlations. The synaptic weights of the nodes in a neural network can be linear or nonlinear, and as such, neural networks are excellent in handling nonlinear data. There are many different applications for neural networks, one of which is finding correlations within complex sets of data. In this research, neural networks have been used in this manner as a powerful curve-fitting tool, attempting to correlate the characteristics of ice shapes to aerodynamic variables.
The data used for this exploration were taken from a paper by Kim and Bragg. 7 These data provide the C,, Q, C m and C h for a NLF-0414 airfoil with three different simulated glaze ice horn heights and six different locations over a range of angles of attack. The data also contain the effect of three different horn base widths and three different horn leading-edge radii. The variations of these values resulted in a database of 1,740 separate data points.
Using the Matlab Neural Network Toolbox, different neural nets were created using the 1,740 data points. During the training, the neural network looks at each data point individually, and attempts to adjust the synaptic weight of each node such that the inputs result in an output that is close to the known data. Each analysis of the entire data set is referred to as an epoch. For these networks, the Neural Network Toolbox was programmed to stop training after 500 epochs. Generally, the largest reduction in the error of the network occurs well before the first 150 epochs, after which there is very little increase in the accuracy of the network. This behavior is common when using neural nets to find trends in data, although the number of epochs to reach a reduction in error can vary significantly.
Each network consisted of five input nodes (angle of attack, horn location, horn height, horn base width and horn leading edge radius) and four output nodes (C/, C m , Cd and Q). Several nets were trained, seeking the optimum configuration of hidden layers and nodes that provided the best correlation between experimental and "simulated" (within the neural net) data. Due to the large amount of data and epochs, training the neural nets took several hours on a 450 MHz Pentium-class processor, and as such, the training time was considered when choosing a network for the simulations. The current network being used in the simulations consist of five hidden layers often nodes each.
Initially, the neural networks were trained using all of the available data to determine if a correlation could be found between the ice shape parameters and aerodynamic coefficients. Once it was determined that a correlation existed, it was required to determine whether the neural net was able to predict values that were not in its training set. To this end, the neural nets were then retrained using only half of the available American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics data. This allows for a direct comparison between the network's simulated data and the unused experimental data.
Using the neural networks to determine the possible relationships between ice shapes and aerodynamic performance was only an initial step in a proposed chain of neural networks. Future research will test and develop two other sets of neural networks. One set would predict ice shapes based on the icing cloud parameters and aircraft information, while the other set would determine three-dimensional aerodynamic coefficients based on the two-dimensional coefficients. Combined with the neural networks described in this paper, these two additional sets would allow for a series of neural networks that would be able to relate environmental ice accretion parameters to three-dimensional aerodynamic coefficients and stability and control derivatives.
Clean and Iced Aircraft Models
The current longitudinal and lateral aircraft flight dynamics model was obtained from published NASA Twin Otter flight results. The results obtained from the Twin Otter flight with simulated tailplane icing were used to estimate most of the derivatives. 8 ' 9 The drag and other non-tail related derivatives were obtained from flight test results in which the entire aircraft was subjected to icing. 10 Where values were not available, they were estimated. A comparison of the clean and iced derivatives is shown in Table 1 . Also shown is a simple model of horizontal tail icing only and wing icing only, derived from these same data. The derivatives are representative of icing conditions that yield 77= 0.0675. This model was intended primarily for use in the trimmed flight analysis performed in this paper.
Flight Mechanics Code
The flight analysis of the clean and iced aircraft models were carried out using the Flight Dynamics and Control (FDC) toolbox for MATLAB & Simulink.
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The FDC code solves 12-coupled nonlinear differential equations to describe the aircraft's dynamic motion using control surface deflections, power, etc. as inputs. The FDC also incorporates an atmospheric turbulence model based on the NASA Dryden wind gust model. The onset and accumulation of icing are modeled during flight in the FDC code by modifying the aerodynamic derivatives at each time step as described by Bragg et al. 1 Various flight models can be incorporated into the FDC code and used to simulate aircraft dynamics. The FDC code is modified as required and simulations are carried out in the open loop and autopilot modes. The code has also been updated to include sensor noise, microbursts and aerodynamic hinge-moment calculations.
A validation of the FDC code was carried out, by Bragg et al., 1 where results obtained using the FDC were compared to those obtained by the method of Miller and Ribbens 12 and the NASA TIP flight p5220. The effects of turbulence and sensor noise were incorporated into the FDC code as described in the paper by Bragg et.al. 1 Filters to remove unwanted noisy data without affecting the short period and phugoid modes were also developed. 1 
Hinge-Moment Measurements
Ice accretion on surfaces such as the leading edges of the wing and tail have a direct influence on the lift generation and the controllability of an aircraft. The effect of such ice build-up requires different recovery methods as shown by Ratvasky et al. 13 Non-uniform aircraft icing can result due to non uniform shedding as well as selective ice protection operation, or a failure. The many control related aircraft icing accidents highlight the importance of identifying icing-related control problems. The formation of ice on airfoil surfaces often results in a separation bubble, which severely alters the surface pressure distribution. Onboard hinge-moment sensors were explored as a means to determine the effects of icing on different aircraft control surfaces.
Gurbacki and Bragg 14 measured hinge-moment, Q, and unsteady hinge-moments, C htRMSl on a NACA 23012 airfoil with a flap. Data were collected for forward facing quarter round ice shapes placed at different x/c locations while varying the angle of attack and flap deflection. The hinge-moment measurements and the fluctuation of the hinge-moment (the unsteady rms value) capture the effects of icing on the flow field over the airfoil surface.
The results from Gurbacki and Bragg 14 showed that the hinge-moment measurements displayed trends that can be used to predict flow separation at angles of attack well before stall. Hinge-moment measurements can also be used to determine the location of ice accretion and the possible control degradation that can result.
A simple correlation between location of the quarter-round shape and the icing severity coefficient, 77 was used to quantify the effect of ice on the hingemoment and the unsteady hinge-moment values. A hinge-moment and unsteady hinge-moment model was American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics created and incorporated into the FDC code. The effects of flap deflection were also modeled and can be used to represent the effect of any control surface deflection.
The models are functions of angle of attack, control surface deflection and 77. Details of these models can be found in Pokhariyal. 15 These models accurately represent the hingemoment behavior of the NACA 23012 airfoil, and are assumed to be representative of trends displayed by other airfoils. Figures 2 and 3 show the trends and variation of C h and C hrms models, respectively, as a function of angle of attack, 77, and the control surface deflection.
The models are compared to the experimental data for the NACA 23012.
Since the wing and tail surfaces were of different chord lengths, the 77 values used were based on the chord lengths of the respective surfaces. The 77 values used for the tail were based on the Twin Otter horizontal tail chord length of 4.75 ft, while the 77 values used for the wing were based on the Twin Otter wing chord length of 6.0 ft. A linearized relationship between the wing and the tail icing severity parameter was used.
Atmospheric Disturbances
Aircraft icing is assumed to have a unique effect on the performance, stability and control of an aircraft. However, atmospheric disturbances may produce similar changes in aircraft performance and control under some situations. It is important to show that these effects can be distinguished from aircraft icing. Both gravity waves and microburst are studied in this paper to determine their ability to generate icing-like effects.
Microbursts are a well-known atmospheric phenomenon that can degrade aircraft performance and flight safety. Microbursts occur close to the ground and are usually encountered during landing and takeoff operations. In terms of the aircraft, the phenomenon is seen initially as a headwind, then as a downdraft, and finally as a tailwind as seen in Fig. 4 . 16 When the aircraft first encounters the headwind it experiences an increase in performance. In order to prevent a climb, the pilot must take action such as reducing power. As the aircraft passes into the downdraft and the tailwind, the performance of the aircraft quickly degrades and can exceed the capabilities of the aircraft to recover from this loss in performance. A microburst model developed by NASA in 1988 17 was used for this analysis. The horizontal and vertical velocities were approximated by the following equations. The u r and w velocities in the earth fixed reference frame in cylindrical coordinates were approximated as 17 2r
Where, r is the distance from the aircraft to the center of the microburst, R is the radius of the downburst shaft, A, is a scaling factor, z is the altitude of the aircraft, z* is the characteristic height out of the boundary layer, and s is the characteristic height of the boundary layer. These velocities were converted to rectangular components for use in the FDC analysis.
Gravity waves also present a type of atmospheric disturbance that could potentially resemble the effect of aircraft icing. The type of gravity waves that can affect the aircraft are caused by an air mass being displaced vertically, and then returning to its original locations by gravity or buoyancy. The buoyancy period (time required for an air mass to return to its original position after being displaced) of these waves range from 4 to 7 minutes depending on the altitude in the atmosphere. 18 Although not much information has been collected on these waves, the changes were modeled here as a sinusoidal variation in vertical wind speed.
Implementing these events into the FDC code was straightforward. The FDC had a wind shear model incorporated in the program. This model computes the horizontal components of the wind shear. It then implements the effect of the wind by adding an effective wind component of force along the body fixed axes: .11
where the force components due to the wind are:
However, the FDC code does not model the effect of wind gradients, on the scale of the airplane. These wind gradients cause additional roll, pitch, and yaw and are accounted for during microbursts and other atmospheric disturbances.
concern was the longitudinal system, only the pitch term was added to FDC. The additional term q g , pitch due to wind gusts or turbulence, was added in the following manner: 19 
4*=-' dx
Since the FDC turbulence model does not contain a 3w w /9x term, but contains a 9w w /9t term, Taylor's Hypotheses was used to approximate dw w /3x:
The additional term was then implemented into the FDC code by adding q g in the following manner to the already present q term.
Verification of Atmospheric Disturbances
The downburst model was verified by comparing an FDC aircraft trajectory to a published twin turboprop trajectory through a downburst. 16 Currently, FDC was not able to make a simulation with the Target Pitch Angle (TPA) 16 escape maneuver, due to limitations in the FDC autopilot program. These limitations are currently being addressed. Therefore, in this study a full-power recovery maneuver was used to simulate the TPA maneuver in FDC. Full power was applied when the microburst was detected based on the detection parameter from reference 16. There were slight differences in the aircraft simulated, although both aircraft were light-twin turboprops. The microburst parameters of both simulations were a radius of 3000 ft, u m ax of 80 ft/s, and a z max of 150 ft. The initial conditions of both simulations were trimmed flight at an initial altitude of 1400 ft.
It can be seen in Fig. 5 that the simulations were remarkably similar. Differences between the aircraft and flight speeds led to slight differences in the initial angle of attack. The initial jump in the angle of attack on both curves occurs at -2500 ft where the recovery maneuver begins. This is difficult to see on the FDC curve, since the change was very small. After the aircraft passed through the center of the microburst, they both experienced a maximum angle of attack near 3000 ft from the microburst center. In addition, the maximum change in angle of attack was very close to 7 degrees for both aircraft. Both aircraft experienced a second increase in angle of attack when the recovery maneuver ended. This point occurs much closer to the microburst center for the FDC simulation because of the different flight speed and its effect on the detection parameter. For a preliminary analysis of microbursts for the SIS project this verification was adequate.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of Ice Accretion
Through the use of the 77 and r/ ice the effect of varying icing cloud conditions on aircraft performance and control can be modeled. The results from the updated iced aircraft model, Fig. 6 , are extremely similar to those presented in Bragg et al. 1 The only significant change in the model behavior is presented in Figure 6 a, which shows 77 versus LWC for 5 different static air temperatures. These plots now show a rapid increase to a definite maximum 77 value, followed by a very small decrease to an "asymptotic" value. This change is understood by the changes to the g(n) curve described above. The change from a linear g(n) curve to a non-linear g(n) curve explains the non-linear characteristics displayed in Fig. 6 a) .
Neural Net Results
The initial training of the neural networks using all of the available data provided good correlations between the experimental and predicted values. Figure  7 demonstrates the correlation between the predicted neural network lift and drag coefficients (denoted as NN) with the experimental data.
The two representative cases shown are the clean case and the case with the horn height of k/c=6.67% located at an s/c=3.4% (horn angle of 60°) with a fully round leading edge. As can be seen in the Fig. 7 , the neural network is able to adequately predict the Q and C d curves for the clean and iced cases. As mentioned previously, this training of the neural network was only used to determine if a correlation could be found between the ice shape characteristics and the aerodynamic coefficients. Judging from the data presented in Fig. 7 , along with the other data not shown, it was determined that a neural network could establish a correlation.
The next step was to create new neural networks trained with only half of the available data. Every other angle of attack point was used. In this way the neural net can be evaluated against data that were not in the training database. The results for all four aerodynamic coefficients from the neural network trained on half of the available data are presented in Fig. 8 . The case American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics shown was the same as shown in Fig. 7 , with the horn located at an s/c of 3.4%. The configuration of the network was the same as well, with five hidden layers of ten nodes each. In Fig. 7 the neural net data presented were generated at 0.1° increments to produce many points not in the training data. As can be seen from the figures, training the neural network with only half of the available data had a minimal effect on the network's ability to predict the aerodynamic coefficients. Figure 8 a) presents the predicted (denoted by NN) and experimental lift coefficients for the clean and iced cases. The predicted values of the network show a good agreement with the experimental data.
In addition, the network also adequately captured the reduction in Q max and cc max . Figure 8 b) shows the predicted and experimental drag coefficients for the iced and clean cases. The correlation was good, with slight deviations at the more negative angles of attack. This was understandable, as most of the experimental data itself were rather anomalous as the angle of attack became more negative. At positive angles of attack, however, the network was able to adequately predict the drag coefficients.
In Fig. 8 c) , the moment coefficients for both cases were presented. Overall the correlation was more than acceptable, and the trends were adequately captured.
Finally, Fig. 8 d) demonstrates the correlation between the predicted and experimental hingemoments. Since the change in the hinge-moment data was subtle with the accretion of ice, the network was able to predict the values of hinge-moment with a high degree of accuracy. More importantly, the network was able to adequately predict the subtle changes, such as the movement of the break point to a lower angle of attack as the ice accretes. Comparisons were also made for the other simulated ice shape sizes and locations with similarly good comparison between the data and the neural net predictions. Research is now underway to expand this to other airfoils and simulated ice accretions.
Trimmed Flight Characterization
The paper by Bragg et al. 1 showed that the effect and onset of icing on an aircraft can be determined by comparing iced aerodynamic performance values such as velocity, angle of attack and elevator deflection, to the corresponding clean values for similar flight conditions. However, the paper also illustrated the difficulty in resolving wing icing from tail plane icing using aerodynamic performance values -tail icing resembled a less severe wing icing case.
To distinguish between tail and wing ice, hingemoment models for the wing and tail surfaces were used. Figure 9 illustrates the results obtained when the aircraft accretes tail ice only, or, wing ice only, by observing the outputs, C h and C h>RMS , obtained from the ailerons and the elevators. Since the aileron deflection used in the FDC code was defined for the right aileron, the aileron hinge-moment measurements were modeled only for the aileron on the right side of the aircraft. For all cases a constant power, constant altitude flight, was maintained by the autopilot feature of the FDC, with the following initial trim conditions:
• Altitude of 7550 ft • Velocity of 155 knots • 77 (t = 0 s) = 0.0
The turbulence was chosen such that the aircraft experienced RMS z-accelerations of 0.15 g. The icing cloud simulated was such that after 600 seconds the ice accretion was represented by 77 = 0.10. (rj ice = 1.1).
An analysis of Fig. 9 a) and b) shows that wing ice only and tail ice only can be differentiated by observing both the aileron and elevator hinge-moments. In a wing only ice case, the aileron C h increased almost two-fold, but the elevator C h remained almost constant. Similarly, in the tail only ice case, the aileron C h changed slightly over the 600 second period, but the elevator C h increased by almost 400%. The change in aileron C h in the tail ice only case was primarily due to the dependence of C h on angle of attack, which increased to maintain trim during the iced flight.
Clearly, the hinge-moment measurement, C/,, can be an important input to a method to differentiate between wing ice and tail ice accretion. If there was a significant rise in the aileron hinge-moment, but little change in the elevator hinge-moment, it was probably due to wing only ice. Similarly, if there was an increase in the elevator hinge-moment, but little change in aileron hinge-moment it was probably due to tail only ice. If both the aileron hinge-moment and the elevator hinge-moment increase, it can be inferred that there was ice build-up on both the wing and tail surfaces.
The RMS hinge-moment measurements, C h>RMS , displayed similar trends, but were not as effective in detecting ice accretion as the hinge-moment measurement, C h for the continuous cruise case tested here. This was due to the low angles of attack during the simulations. The C htRMS increased only at high angles of attack where there was flow separation near the control surfaces. The sudden increase observed in American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics the C hiRMS was due to the nature of the C h>RMS model illustrated in Fig. 3 . An increase in the elevator deflection caused the break in the curve to occur at a lower angle of attack, as did an increase in the icing severity factor, 77. As Fig. 9 c) and d) show, noticeable change in C htRMS occured after a relatively long period of time -more than twice the time it took to notice a similar change in the C h measurements.
An attempt was also made to characterize the location of ice using hinge-moment measurements and angle of attack at several trim velocities. These scenarios provided the opportunity to detect the location of ice over a wide spectrum of velocity values at a constant icing severity factor. This information could help in determining a suitable approach-tolanding speed for an iced aircraft, thereby avoiding stall. For all cases, a constant altitude flight maintained by the autopilot feature of the FDC was simulated with the following initial trim conditions:
• Altitude of 6560 ft
Since a constant altitude flight was chosen, as the trim velocity decreased, the trim angle of attack increased to maintain lift to sustain the aircraft at the specified altitude. The elevator and aileron hingemoment calculations and angle of attack were obtained at the following trim velocities and resulting angles of attack with wing ice (w_ice) and tail ice (t_ice):
• For the C h variation as a function of angle of attack in the wing ice only case, as shown in Fig. 10 a) , the elevator hinge-moment showed little change between clean and iced conditions as expected, while the aileron hinge-moment showed a modest variation between the clean and iced cases. The C h ,RMS variation as a function of angle of attack, Fig. 10 b) , showed a drastic increase in the RMS aileron hinge-moment. For the iced case, the C h>RMS rose from 0.005 at an angle of attack of 3.5°t o 0.015 at an angle of attack of 7°, and to 0.027 at an angle of attack of 12.5°. There was little change in the aileron C h>RMS value for the clean case as the airfoil did not approach stall at angles of attack less than 12 °. As expected, the elevator C h>RMS showed little change for the wing only iced case.
Similarly, the tail ice only case, Fig. 11 , showed the RMS hinge-moment value provided a quicker indication of ice accretion on the tail surface. For the iced case, the C h>RMS rose from 0.005 at an angle of attack of 3.5° to 0.018 at an angle of attack of 6.5°. This jump in values of C h>RMS while comparing the clean condition to the iced condition provided a clear and early indication of the location of ice at angles of attack within the safe flight envelope. The hingemoment values, C/,, provided reasonable data at low angles of attack and the RMS hinge-moment values, Ch,RMs* provide excellent warnings of ice build-up at higher angles of attack. The unsteady hinge-moment sensor measurements, C htRM s> provided a good warning of eminent stall and its applicability as an envelope protection tool should be explored.
Atmospheric DisturbanceAnalysis
In order to compare the effect of microbursts and icing on aircraft performance, flight through 11 different microbursts were simulated using the FDC. The intensity of the microbursts were varied by systematically varying the radius and u max , the maximum outflow of the microburst.
For all simulations the aircraft was at 136 kts, and altitudes from 1312 ft to 2625 ft. An altitude hold autopilot setting with no recovery maneuver was used during each microburst simulation in FDC. No recovery maneuver was performed because these simulations were performed under the assumption that the microburst could be mistaken for icing and performing a recovery maneuver indicates that the microburst had been identified. The microburst parameters have been provided in Table 2 . Sample wind velocities for microburst #5 have also been provided in Fig. 12 .
It was determined that the pitch rate due to wind gust term, q g term, had little effect on the microburst results. Fig. 13 is an example of the differences between the angle of attack response of the aircraft with and without the q g term. It can be seen that the results were virtually identical.
The aircraft response to two microburst encounters were compared to three icing encounters and reported in Fig. 14 . Angle of attack, velocity, altitude, and elevator angle vs. time can be seen for microbursts #5 and #9 and icing conditions rj ice = 0.50, r| ice = 0.91, and T] ice = 1.10 Figs. 14 a) -d), respectively. All four figures show that the changes in angle of attack, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics velocity, altitude, and elevator angle due to icing were very gradual and the changes due to the microbursts were much more rapid and pronounced. In the altitude case, the autopilot was able to maintain altitude during the icing cases while it was not able to maintain altitude during the microbursts. Table 3 summarizes the maximum rates of change for angle of attack, velocity, altitude, and elevator angle for six microbursts and three icing cases. Many of the microburst rates of change were an order of magnitude larger than the icing cases. The rates of change of icing that are similar occur well beyond the time it would take to go through a microburst. By monitoring the rates of change and the altitude it should be possible to distinguish between icing and microbursts. This could be accomplished using a neural net where the change with time can be incorporated. 21 In addition to mircrobursts, gravity waves could potentially pose a challenge in aircraft ice detection using the SIS. A simple sine wave was used to approximate the downdraft velocity of the gravity waves in the FDC code.
The amplitudes and wavelengths of these waves were varied from 0.486 kts.
(1 m/s) to 7.7754 kts. (4 m/s) and 1 mile to 15 miles respectively. 18 ' 22 The periods of these wave encounters were set by the aircraft airspeed of 136 kts. Table 4 has been included specifying parameters of the gravity waves analyzed.
The resulting angle of attack, velocity, elevator deflection, altitude, and hinge-moment graphs for the icing and microburst encounters have been included in Figs. 15 a) -f) , respectively. In the first 100 seconds the results for icing and the gravity wave cases were similar. This was especially true for the small amplitude and large wavelength waves. The icing simulations shown were for a constant power setting, therefore, as discussed earlier, ice accretion increased drag which caused a reduction in airspeed. As a result of the increase in drag and reduction in airspeed the aircraft increased angle of attack to maintain altitude. Similarly, with the gravity waves, the downdraft forced the aircraft to increase angle of attack to maintain constant altitude. This change in angle of attack caused the aircraft to reduce velocity and make other associated trim changes. Although the mechanisms of both these phenomenon were different, the performance and handling qualities effects were very similar. However, icing also affects the aerodynamics of the aircraft in other ways not duplicated by gravity waves. These include reduction in control power, lift-curve slope, static margin, etc. Exploring these effects should provide avenues to distinguish ice accretion.
Considering the results of the gravity wave analysis, a much more in depth study may be warranted. The sine wave used to approximate the downdraft is simplistic. This must be refined to model more of the diversity of the phenomenon. The mechanisms that cause the changes in aircraft performance and handling qualities need to be studied in more detail. This analysis will identify the differences in such a way that algorithms can be developed to provide good identification. The Neural Network methods used to identify icing can be trained based on these characteristics.
CONCLUSIONS
A method to study the effect of ice accretion on the flight dynamics of an aircraft has been developed. The method was used to evaluate a method for sensing ice accretion through the change in steady-state aircraft parameters. Conclusions from this study include:
1. The neural net did a good job of fitting the aerodynamic coefficients for the clean and iced airfoil data. This holds promise as a method to replace the r| ice method currently in use to model the effect of ice on aircraft parameters. 2. The use of control surface hinge-moment modeling provided a potentially useful tool in determining the location of ice accretion. 3. The unsteady hinge-moment predictions provided excellent information at high angle of attack which suggests their use for envelope protection. 4. The clean aircraft in a microburst experiences performance and control changes significantly different in character from an icing encounter. 5. The simple gravity wave models used in this paper produced aircraft performance and control changes similar to the drag increase-induced changes of an icing encounter. This warrants closer examination to ensure that it can be distinguished from an icing encounter using iced-aircraft characteristics not related to the drag rise.
Research is currently underway to improve the iced aircraft models used in this paper, to examine more closely gravity waves and other atmospheric phenomena so that they can be distinguished from icing effects, and to develop real-time envelope protection methods for iced aircraft. 
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